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THE EVOLVING GAME

I was fortunate to watch a game of under-10’s at 
United Sports Training Center on a Saturday before 
our ODP tryouts. Seeing young players enjoy 
themselves when playing soccer seems to make all 
things right in the world. I was curious to see how 
the players, coaches and the referee were handling 
the new rules with the 7v7 build out line. I walked 
over to a young referee at half time to get his 

opinion and feedback regarding the 
changes. His response was perfect!
He told me he met with the coaches 
before the game to discuss the rules 
attached to the build out line and to 
make sure both coaches were aware 
and in agreement about the rules. The 
coaches and the referee also made 
the decision to only allow two defending players 
across the build out line as the ball was distributed. 
This sense of cooperation and discussion before the 
game made for a smooth transition as the game 
progressed. The attacking players were looking for 
options to get the ball into the middle third. They 
began to pass, possess and move the ball forward 
in what was an unfamiliar setting.
A short discussion with the referee and the opposing 
coaches before a 7v7 game will help this new US 
Soccer initiative take root and become part of the 
players’ game. I suggest it be part of every game 
this season.

Mike Barr
Eastern 

Pennsylvania  
Youth Soccer  

Technical Director

A Chance Meeting And A Positive Start With The Build Out Line

Take a look at the presentations we have narrated and added animation too 
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Game Watcher

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE BUNDESLIGA DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY CLUB SOCCER

Sep. 27, 2:45PM 
Dortmund v R Madrid

Sep. 28, 2:45PM 
A. Madrid v B Munich

Sep. 2o, 2:00PM
Wolfsburg v Dortmund

Sep. 21, 2:45PM
B Leverkusen v 
FC Augsburg 

Sep. 17, 1:00PM
Union v Red Bulls 

Sep. 24, 12:30PM
Union v Baltimore

Step outside on any 
Saturday or Sunday and you 

will find a fun game.

DIGITAL COACHING CENTER (DCC)

@EPaCoachingEd
For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES

U.S. NATIONAL TEAM SERIE A ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER

Sep. 18, 8:00PM 
USMNT v Netherlands

Sep. 19, 9:00AM
Roma v Florentina

Sep. 20, 2:45PM
AC Milan v Lazio

Sep. 24, 7:30AM
Man Utd v Leicester 

Sep. 24, 12:30PM
Arsenal v Chelsea

Sep. 17, 6:00PM
Portland v Union

Sep. 24, 5:00PM
Toronto v Union



MEET THE COURSE
Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer is pleased to announce the creation of 
an entry-level coaching course that will help coaches be successful on the 
field with young players ranging from U6-U8.
The Coaching Certificate will consider the role of the coach and what it 
means to create a fun and safe learning environment. The course will be 
conducted with selected clubs this fall as a trial and will evolve into a useful 
tool!

We want to educate coaches at all levels of play so that our kids benefit the most.

Here's what the course entails:
• One hour on-field session with member of the Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer Coaching 

Education Staff
• 30-minute PowerPoint presentation that can be watched and reviewed at your leisure. This 

presentation will go over basic formations and principles of coaching young players
• Each that attends the course will receive a coaching certificate, which Eastern Pennsylvania 

Youth Soccer will recognize on the state level

Our goal is to create fun learning environments by providing as much education as we can for our 
coaches! Free to Intramural and Recreation clubs members.

Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer State Coaching Certificate



As soccer fans watched Lionel Messi net 
another Champions League hat-trick last 
week for Barcelona—his record sixth, this 
one coming in a 7-0 demolition of Celtic—
American eyes were turned elsewhere. 
Christian Pulisic, the wunderkind from 
Hershey, played 90 minutes and contributed 
one assist for Borussia Dortmund as the 
German club routed Legia Warsaw 6-0.
In doing so, Pulisic, who recently turned 18, 
became the youngest player in Dortmund 
history to start a Champions League match.
It was just his latest accomplishment in a 
summer full of them. After a breakout 
season that saw him score two Bundesliga 
goals, Pulisic made the final roster for the 
US Men’s National Team in the Copa 
America Centenario. He appeared as a 
substitute as the Americans finished fourth.
When World Cup Qualifying resumed earlier 
this month, Jurgen Klinsmann once again 
tabbed Pulisic. The teenager rewarded his 
manager’s faith with two goals against St. 
Vincent & the Grenadines and a strong 
performance in the US’s crucial 4-0 victory 
over Trinidad & Tobago the next week.
That stretch only added to the hype 
surrounding Pulisic. Liverpool’s pursuit of 
him in the transfer window also did little to 
temper expectations. Pulisic is not just a 
budding star. He’s one of the best young 
attackers in Europe, one who displays a rare 
gift of putting opposing defenses off-balance 
by himself.
American fans have seen this movie before. 
Freddy Adu, Juan Agudelo, Jozy Altidore—
who it should be said, has rediscovered his 
form for Toronto FC and the national team—
and more recently Julian Green were all 
touted as the first great American soccer 
phenoms. 
Even Landon Donovan’s return to the LA 
Galaxy provided some nice symmetry to 
Pulisic’s rise. As one star emerges, another 
comes back.

Given his age, there are 
plenty of questions we have 
unanswered in regards to 
Pulisic. Notably, health, nor 
form, is a guarantee. But the 
biggest one is this—Is Pulisic 
an aberration or a sign of 
things to come for American 
soccer?
The easy answer is some of 
both. For one, few prospects
—anywhere—have his kind 
of talent. He’s a rare 
commodity. There are, 
however, more and more 
signals that Pulisic is just the 
first, and maybe best, of a 
wave of American stars. US 
Soccer continues to ramp up its youth 
development program. As more players 
head overseas at younger ages, there is a 
growing effort to replenish the talent pool 
stateside. This, the hope is, will drive the 
USMNT to become a threat in World Cups 
to come.
Fairly or unfairly, much of that burden falls 
on Pulisic’s shoulders. If the last eight 
months are any indication, he can handle 
the pressure. As the Dempseys, Howards 
and, yes, Donovans of the world ride off into 
the sunset, another star arrives in town. He 
may be the brightest one yet.

Dillon Friday
Sports Journalist

Eastern Pennsylvania 
Youth Soccer  

Marketing Coordinator

Pulisic Is The Latest, 
Greatest American Soccer Starlet 
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TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 3 FOR U8:  TECHNIQUE OF RECEIVING/REDIRECTING

Goal

To primarily develop receiving or redirecting the ball to maintain possession. To develop passing accuracyTo develop
attacking principles: Penetration, support, and width

The Triangle

3 Players

Ball per pair, three cones

Intensity: 3

00:08 min
(4 x 00:01 min, 00:01 min rest)

Coaching Points
Redirect the ball-keep it moving.Use the
inside or outside of the foot. Balance and
flexibility needed.
Description
Two players share one ball. A small (3-5
steps) triangle is made for each pair. The
objective is to pass the ball through the
triangle, redirect the ball around a cone
and then back through the triangle without
touching the cones. A point is given each
time a pair is successful. Variations: A)
Allow players to have more than one touch,
B) Allow more experience players only one
touch to redirect the ball around a cone and

2v1 in half (4v2)

10 Players

Cones, bibs, small goals,
balls

Intensity: 5

12:00 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Redirect the ball to keep possession or to
pass to a teammate.Passing to an open
player. Accuracy of the pass.
Description
Eight players. Split a playing field into
half. Each half is approximately 15x15.
Place two players from one team in one half
and two of there teammates in the other. One
defender is in each half. The attacking team
(4) try to score on the small goal placed in
one of the halves. The defending team (2)
try to score on two small goals placed in
the other half. Attacking players are
restricted to their zone. Defending players

Small-sided game to 4 small goals

12 Players

Cones, four small goals,
balls

Intensity: 7

16:00 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Technical applications of: dribbling,
passing, receiving/redirectingIf the route
to one goal is blocked, can you go to the
other one quickly? 
Description
Create a field and put two small goals on
both ends. Field Dimensions: 4v4
Approximately 30-35 yards long by 20-25
yards wide. Two teams Each team attacks two
goals and defends two goals.

4v4 to small goals

10 Players

Cones, balls, small goals

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Application of technique"Diamond Shape"
while on attack
Description
Two teams play 4v4 against each other. Field
Dimensions: U6: Approximately 30 yards long
by 20 yards wide; U8: Approximately 35 yards
long by 25 yards wide. No goalkeepers. 
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TRAINING SESSION: IMPROVE YOUR TEAMS ABILITY TO BUILD UP USING WIDE PLAYERS

Goal

To develop attacking principles of utilizing wide play.

Warmup - Groups of 3, short-short-long

6 v 6

Cones

Intensity: 2

10:00 min
(3 x 02:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Long pass should be a leading passVary the
long pass delivery, air, driven, on
ground.First touch should be to gain control
in the direction you wish to goKeep head up,
aware of teammates position and anticipate
run
Description
In half field, open spaces, groups of 3,
moving around each other in open space,
passing to create space and combinations in
various short distances.Progress to the 3rd
player of the short-short-long pattern
moving away to create space and receive a
longer pass

5v5+1 to 3 Goals

5 v 5

cones, goals, bibs

Intensity: 5

20:00 min
(5 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Use combinations to attack defenders and
exploit space.Use your width to create
space. Provide Depth as well as width (Team
Shape)Look at space in behind the defensive
team.Dont force the play, change the
point of attack quicklyTrying to create 1 v
1 or create 2v1 combinationsPassing and
receiving technique
Description
Set up a 30x40 grid with 3 goals per
side.Each team attacks 3 goals, each team
defends 3 goals.Players must dribble through
wide goals to gain 3 points, middle goals
award 1 point.(optional) Neutral player

Using wide channels as safe zones

6 v 6

cones, goals, bibs

Intensity: 7

30:00 min
(3 x 05:00 min, 02:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Creating your widthVary the services into
the area: Deep Cross, Low Driven Cross,
Early Ball, Using supportTypes of runs into
the boxTiming of the runsBuilding up out of
the back into wide areas quickly
Description
6v6+1Add some arced channels to the field
which is 60 long and 48 wideNormal soccer
rules, except buildup play MUST go out into
a channel before scoringIf a goal is scored
directly from a service out of the arched
channel it counts for three pointsStart with
the channels as "saftey zones" with no
defense. Progress to channels having no

7v7

7 v 7

goals, bibs

Intensity: 8

24:00 min
(2 x 10:00 min, 02:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Emphasize principles of the sessionSwitch
point of attack, stay patientLook for spaces
behind defense
Description
7 v 7One team plays in a 1-3-2-1
formationOne team plays in a 1-2-3-1
formationNormal soccer rulesOffside line is
at the half-way
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